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AM: Mr Von Trotsenburg, can I ask very straightforwardly whether 

you think we are heading for a world recession and if so how bad? 

 

AVT: Yes, we are going to face a world recession. What we are 

seeing today is unprecedented. Currently we haven’t seen 

something alike since the Second World War, and also not during 

the financial crisis 11 years ago. What you are seeing, countries in 

lockdown and hence productions are at a standstill and this will 

have a major effect on the world economy. You see it here in the 

United States during the last week. There were 6.6 million people 

applying for unemployment benefit. That is on top of the 3.3 

million that filed the week before. So just in two weeks 10 million 

people – we have not seen that before.  

 

AM: Do you think the governments of the more developed, richers 

countries are right to be borrowing these eye-watering sums of 

money, or do their citizens should start to be asking who is going 

to pay for this and when? 

AVT: I think right now what we have learnt from crisis is that the 

world needs to act fast, decisively as well as massively. We have 

done that in the previous crisis; this is the best way to deal with 

this crisis. I think therefore it is correct. It is – these are very 

unprecedently large amounts. We are seeing stimulus packages 

being prepared in the order of 10 to 15% of GDP. At the same 

time where I’m sitting for the World Bank we are also looking at 

emerging markets and particularly the poorest countries and we 

believe that we need to lean forward towards this end. Also the 
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World Bank announced that we will try to provide financial support 

to the tune of about $160 billion over the next 15 months.  

 

AM: That is perhaps not going to be enough is it? Given health 

systems of the richer countries are being overwhelmed by this 

crisis, the health systems of the poorer countries are going to find 

it, frankly, devastating.  

AVT: That is correct. We can only act in concert but we need to do 

our maximum effort to help these countries. But we need to 

consider that these health systems are the weakest in the world 

and they need our full support. Keep in mind that in Europe, that 

for every 300 people there is one doctor. In many countries in 

Africa 70,000 people per one doctor. And that gives you the size 

of the challenge and the need to act. 

 

AM: Well let me ask one more question about those poorer 

countries, because in the West we’ve got lockdowns, we’ve got 

social isolation measures and so forth. But in much poorer 

countries those don’t work so well - and that’s before we talk 

about the refugee camps as well.  

AVT: That is correct, but I think just look at countries like India, 

but also in Africa they are actually enforcing this, so I think people 

are realising the seriousness of the situation, but this is only one 

step. What we need to think that we have multiple challenges 

there because many of this – for example day labourers, they 

depend on a little money to buy food. If they don’t have it they 

don’t have food. So there is also an imminent food crisis coming 

particularly for the poorest of the poor. So we need to think about 

it and we need to act. 

 

AM: Let me ask you about the broader political implications of all 

of this, because we’re already seeing, for instance, the United 

State asking American aid workers abroad to send back their PPE 

to the federal government and it’s stopping American companies 

from exporting masks. So are we heading, do you think, for a 
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world based more on economic nationalism? We see borders going 

up all around the place and more of the things being produced at 

home rather than global supply chains. 

AVT: Well first of all, what we have been concerned about the 

disruption in the supply chain as well as the demand exceeds 

supply. So that is the reason why the World Bank in a 

unprecedented matter is directly helping countries to access these 

goods and we are trying to be in touch with all sorts of companies 

across the globe to make this happen. It is very clear that after 

this crisis there will be a discussion about how one can better 

prepare for these crises and I think one needs there to balance 

preparedness with free trade.  

 

 

AM: And do you think we’re getting the leadership the world needs 

from the world’s most powerful countries during this pandemic? 

AVT: I think actually that all the countries are acting on this. 

Clearly they have to act and respond to the national needs, but we 

are also seeing in the G20 quite a bit of altruism and coordination 

on this. I think the World Bank and the IMF has called for example 

for a moratorium of payments by the official bilateral creditors, vis 

a viz the poorest countries and this being actively considered right 

now in the G20. So there is quite a bit going on. 

 

AM: Let me ask, finally, about people. Because one of the things 

we’ve all noticed in this crisis is how much we depend on basic 

key workers. Doctors and nurses of course, but also drivers, 

dustbin men, cleaners and so forth are our absolute frontline of 

protection against it. Do  you think that out of this there is going 

to come a rebalancing of how we value different sectors of work, 

more in favour of the basic manual key workers and aid workers 

and less in favour of perhaps the white collar workers and 

intellectual workers?  

AVT: Well I personally would hope so. I think what these people 

are doing is – is God’s work. So all my recognition and 
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appreciation for  that. I think in general we need to continue to 

appreciate what people are doing. Certainly when  you are in the 

development field and you go out to the poor villages and you see 

people working there, I have great respect for that and I hope 

that people will reflect on that as we go on. It is very important 

that we are seeing that we all need each other.  

 

AM: Axel Von Trotsenburg, thanks very much indeed for talking to 

us.  

 

Ends  


